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ABSTRACT

An in-house program was conducted during FY-70 to investigate the
design and testing of regenerators for cryogenic coolers, and to perfor-
mance test a new pulse tube design configuration. A Regenerator Test
Station for studying and testing regenerators ums constructed and made
oreirtional. The test station will be used to generate engineering
de .for the design of regenerators for Gifford-McMahon and Pulse Tube
coolers. The design of the test station includes the potential to
study regenerators at liquid helium temperature. Testing as reported
herein, however, was conducted at 77eK.

A new single stage pulse tube, irith a concentric configuration, was
designed and fabricated. The new design has improved detector interface
characteristics and a simplified regenerator removal capability. Per-
formance tests verified that the concentric pulse tube design is
operationally feasible.
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b6CTION I

INMhDUM~TON

A regenerator is a very efficient campact hest exchanger vhilch is
used in cryogenic syaas oath as thp Stirling cycle, Giffor-Xedmbft
cycle, Solvay cycle, Villemier cycle, and Pul~se Tche refrigerator
types. It is constructed of a aatrix material that bas the capability
of quickly transferring &are toring beat from a Wa which passes through
it. It is alao highly re.3istazwt to b*At flowing along its longitudinal
direction.

As cmpiared to the couterflav heat exchaner, the regenerator does
not require azmltaneous continuous flow of vwo p~ysically separated
fluids. The regenerator transfers beat to and from the same gas by the
action. of the intermediate beat transfer vith the regenerator material
each time the ga direction is cyclically reversed. For an equivalent
thermal efficiency, the regenerator can be made much maller and lighter
than its counterfiow heat eachanger counterpart.

The regenerator has several. distinct advantages: it can be made
relatively wall; its efficiency is very high; matrix materials are
readily available; its construation is simple, and, as a result, its
cost Is cvmaratively low. In normal operationthe - egenerator is
relatively insensitive to plugging by impurities in the gas stream. It
does not require the physical separation of the gas strea.

All1 cryogenic refrigerators require a heat exchanger vhich separates
the high teperature gas from the low temperature gas. Figure 1 shows
t.%e relttive position of the heat exchanger in a cooling systam. The
use of a regenerator in this position allowse a large temperature differ-
eatial to be produced, vith the advantages of simplicity, mail physical
size, and high efficiency.

The action of a regenerator can be seen as represented by Figure 2.
During the steady state operation of a regenerator, for one cycle, the
warm gas from a compressor at teatperature Tj, passes through the regenera-
tor, from point 1 to point 2, and progressively transfers heat to the
matrix material until the ga tuixperature approaches the refrigeration
tempe*-Ature, %~. The gas is further cooled by the refrigeration proeee,
fron point 2 to Point 3, after which it returns to the regenerator.
Progressively rising in temperature, from Point 3 to point h4, the EU~
leaves the regenerator slightly colder than when it first started the
cycle. The regenerator is never quite abl~e to cool the Incoming gas
streas down to the refrigeration temperature, nor is it able to warm~ up
the outgoing gas stream quite to the incoming gas temperature, becawxse
of heat losses and irreversibilities. The lo~rr the refrigeration tempe-a-
tures, the greater the effect of the losses. This makes heat exchanger
efficiencies of 97%, and higher, a necessity for most cryogenic applica.-
tions.
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Losses in regenerators have been categorized and described (Ref-
erences 1 and 2). These effects, such as property veriations with tempera-
t'&xe, lonitudinal heat conduction, wall effect, feed gas flow effect,
and en, effects, all combine to provide the total heat loss which reduces
the regenerator's overall efficiency.

Various tyres of matrix materials can be used in a regenerator,
according to the characteristics desired, but certain properties are
required. Resistance to gas flow should be low to minimize the energy
required to move the gas through the regenerator. The construction
should provide a lsrge heat transfer area to enable the gas to experience
intimate contact with the matrix material. The heat capacity and thermal
coaductivity should be large to enable rapid transfer of large amounts of
heat.

It has ueen common practice in the study of regenerator losses to
determine regenerator inefficiency, rather than efficiency (Reference 3).
T-he inefficiency is defined as:

A T
e = Where 6 TA = Average Temperature

TH - TR Difference at the
Cold End

TH  = Warm End Temperature

TR  = Cold End Teaperature

e.he - i nc- re-resents the ratio of heat th at is not transferred,
to the maxir~l heat thxt can be transferred. The regenerator total ther-

mal loss, is given lby the product of Ie and the maximum heat that can
be transferred. That is:

e , (tr- T) here x = Gas Flow Rate'L I e L- c. (

cp Specific Heat of Ges

in regenerator, the outlet gas ten-peratuw-e varies through a large
range and In a nonlinear manner. Pigure 3 shows a mypical outlet gas
temperat,'e variation with time, at the eold end, dmu,-'ng a cooling pulse
period, Oc" Considering that 0 may be a pertod of ovly 0.1 to 0.5
second, the determination of a good experimental t erperatwre averagewould require any readings durirp a rulse period and, thereforebe very
difftcult to obtain.

The Inefficiency, however, can be evaluated through testing methods
by :.cQiuring QL' frn a liqLUid nitrogen boil-off rate (Reference 3). The
gas flow rate can be measured by using a calibrated orifice, a manmeter,
and a presmre gage". T, Tf and are essential y constant. Yence,
the inefficiency can be calculated by:



rc (TH- TR)

Regenerator inefficiencies are exrected to vary in the range of 0.5

to 3.0 , (Reference 4).

rulce Tube Refrigcration

Pulse tube refrigeration has been shown (References 5 and 6) to be
a unique method of obtaining cryogenic temperatures. A pulse tuibe makes
refrigeration available through a heat pumping mechanism which pIups heat
up along the ,alls of the tube from the low temperature end to the warm
end thermal reservoir. Physically, as shown in Figure 4, a pulse tube
siply consists of a regenerator, a high and low tczrerature heat exchanger
se-aratcd b, a hollo. tube, a comprssr'r, a flow reversing valve, and a
orous plug to nroduce smooth, slng lihe, flow.

The ws_.cal interpretation of the heat numning mechanism is
described w-hen an element of gas, as s ;m in Figure 4, is traced
through its cyclic processes. The gas coming from the compressor passes
through the flc-- reversing valve and regenerator and into the nulse tube.
The gas is compressed from a lower Tressure, PL' at ,point 1, to a higher
pressure, PTT, and higher temperature at point 2. Each mall particle of
gas during a small finite neriod of time gives un heat, from noint 2 to
Doint 5, at constant pressure, to the wall of the pulse tube. The pres-
sure is released, by the action of the flwr reversing valve, and the gas
then moves from P at point 3 to Pat point 4. The gas at point 4 is

then at a slightl-] low er te.iperature than at point 1. At point 4 the gas
\receives ht:at fro::i the pulse tube wall, at constant pressure, increasing
its temperature u to noint 1, completing the cycle. This action produces
a heat pumping action along the length of the pulse tube wall. The tube
then is capable of providing a hot end and a cold e!nd w.ith a wall tempera-
ture distribution, T j along its length.

Althou< the efficiency of the ".ulse tube is not as high (Reference
5) as several other tyoe cryogenic methods, the lw vibration, ease of
serrice, low,, noIse, low s-?eed, lo,! ost, high reliab)ility, and long life
potential justify its investigation for military anrllcations. Addi-
tionally, there arc no low temperature moving )arts in this tyrpe of
refrigerator.



SECTION II

REGITATOR TEST STATION

A elenerator Test Station was designed and fabricated during FY-69
(Reference 5). During FY-1O, the test station was modified and tested
to make it operational. The Regenerator Test Station was built to
generate engineering data to be used in the design of regenerators for
Pulse Tubc and Gifford-Mcahon cycle cryogenic coolers. The test station
is designed so that it can also be used in the study of regenerators for
other types of cryogeni, coolers, at liquid nitrogen and liquid helium
temperatures.

Descrintion of Equipment

Single stage cryogenic refrigerators usually contain only one
regenerator. In order to maintain cyclic flow and be able to make
measurements of the flow conditions, two regenerators are required in
the Regenerator Test Station, in conjunction iith a fixed terperature
heat exchanger and flw reversing valve, as a means of simulating the
same t,-_e of conditions that a regenerator experiences in a cryogenic
refrigerator.

Fizre 5 shows the overall test station as it was first assembled
at the end of _-69. Figure 6 shows the construction writhin the vacuum
enclosure. As shown in Figure 7, helium gas is circulated by a compressor,
through a heat exchanger to remnove the heat of compression, an oil
separator for oil removal, and a small molecular sieve filter. The small
:nolecular sieve filter, assembled in a transparent container, removes
moisture ancl also visually aids in determining whether the oil Is, in
fact, being removed by the oil separator. The gas continues or to the
rotating valve where flow reversal of the gas takes place through the
regenerators. Gas flws in one direction, as shown in Figure 7,
below the valve during one half of the cycle, then reverses direction
during the second half of the cycle. The gas then continues past the
valve through the orifice, where its pressure is : asured by a pressure
gage and i-anometer, and returns to the compressor. Below the rotating
valve, the gas passes through one of the first stage regenerators, the
first stage liquid nitrogen hee exchanger, the first of the second stage
regenerators, and the second stage liquid helium heat exchanger. The gas
continues back to the flow reversing valIv- through the second of the second
stage regenerators, the first stage liquid nitrogen heat exchanger, and
the second of the first stage regenerators.

The heat transferred through the second stage liquid helium heat
exchanger boils off liquid helitun hich then passes as a gas through
a heat u: clanger, bringing the gas to room temperature, and through a
gas flow meter where the boil-off rate is measured. A vacuum is produced
in the vacuuxi enclosure by a mechanical pump and diffusion pump. The
vacuum is !aintained as an insulation a;ainst heat transfer from exterior
surroundings to the refrigerated heat exchangers. Superinsulation was
also used to assist in reducing radiation heat transfer.



By removing the first stage regenerators, not using liquid nitrogen
in the first stage dewar, and replacing the liquid helium with liquid
nitrogen, regenerators can be tested in the second stage at liquid nitro-
gen temperatures. Using the Reenerator Test Station in this manner,
sets of 3/4" diamter by 3" long regenerators were tested at 771.

A vacuum pump was used to evacuate the coessor system during the
normal helium gas purging and charging procedures. It was discovered that
the manometer fluid (water, colored by Nerium Instrument Company Indicating
Fluid Concentrate No. D 2930) was being evaporated by the vacuum pump.
Evaporation of the fluid could not be tolerated because of moisture coan-
tamination of the regenerators. The fluid war then changed to Marium
Instrument Cospany # D 2969 Red Unity Oil, which has the same specific
gravity as water. The vacuum up did not cause evapration of the red
unity oil.

When the lead ball test regenerators were removed for modifications,
it was discovered that the screens used as retaining devices for the lead
balls were severely corroded. Apparently, the evaporation of the origina
manmeter fluid bad contaminated the system with moisture and caused the
corrosion discovered an the phosphor bronze screens. The corrosion that
occurred Is shown In the comparison photograph, Figure 8. te operation
of the system prior to discovering this problem indicated a gradual
plugging of the regerators during the series of tests.

Another difficulty encountered was the choice of material for the
flow reversing valve. Several plastic materials were used and found to
be unsatisfactory. Graphite impregnated polyi1ide was finally found to
provide satisfactory results as a valve material.

Unbalanced Flow

A polem which continouasly created concern was a condition known
as unbalanced flow. As shown in Figure 9, the portion of the system below
the flow reversing valve consists of a heat excbauger (Qex), two regenera-
tors (A and ), and two volulos (V1 and V2). velVues V1 and V2 are shown
to represent any differences in the volumes of the piping, etc. between
the regenerators and the flow reversing valve. Several ssuamtis are
made with respect to the normal operational test coaditions:

1. Flow period 1 equals flow period 2, as a result of the constant
speed flow reversing valve.

2. The pressure drop through V1 and thrVgh V2 is considered small
as compared with the oombination of the regenerator and heat exchanger
passure drops.

3. The regenerators are considered as having equal pressure drops.



4. The flow in o.ie direction, through regenerator A, equals the
flow througli regeneiator B.

As a result of the constant speed of the flow reversing valve, gas flows
into the system in one direction, then is reversed and flows in the oppo-
site direction. During the first half cycle, gas flows into Vi, where
it reaches sone pressure P 1 and flows through the regenerators and heat
excranger, and returns through V2 to the flow reversing valve. Similarly,
the second half cycle results in gas flowing into V2 where it reaches
pressure P2 , as it continues to flow through the regenerators and heat
exchanger, through V1, back to the flow reversing valve.

Although the regenerators and heat exchanger have the same pressure
drop in both steady state gas flow directions, the cyclic gas flow will
not be tihe same in both directions, as a result of the difference in
V1 and V2 . Assuming that the pressure P1 is the same pressure as P2
during each half of the flow cycle, the time required to reach that
pressure will be longer for volume V1 than for volume V2 . In this event,
a gas particle moving in the first flow direction will not travel as far
as it would in the second flow direction. This results in an uneven
cyclic gas flow through the regenerators, and a general unidirectional gas
migration is superimposed on the cyclic gas flow.

Figure 10 is representative of the gas pressure variations versus
t:ne in a balanced gas flow condition. Dring one valve rotation, period
A represents the flow pulsation in the first flow direction, and period
B rerresents the flow pulsation in the second direction. Figure 11 is
representative of the gas pressure variation in an unbalanced flow condi-
tion. A conditton of this type was serious enough to be visually observed
on the Regenerator Test Station manometer.

Regenerators maintain temperature differentials uniquely on cyclic

gas flow, but do not on steady state flow. "With even cyclic gas flow
(the same flow in each direction),regenerators maintain large temperawtre
differentials at very high efficiencies. During steady state flothey
maintain no temperature differentiel. The small migration of gas, as a
result of tnbalanced flow, is equivalent to a small amount of steady state
flow. T"e result of this migrator,, flow affects the regenerator efficiency
by reducing t 1 'e tenerature differential that is established by the cyclic
portion of the gas flow.

The Regenerator Test Station e.-erienced the unbalanced flow condition
continuously. Attaqots were made i o eliminate the condition, but it %
iTossible to do so vithoit major c'ian!es. However, it was possible to
ntninizc t! effect to the extent tihat it is believed the error intro-
duced by unbalanced flow was very small.



Regenerator Tests

,T-e regenerator inefficiency, I., is definei as the ratio of the
quantity of ],eat tlat is not transferred to the regenerator, to the
.maxmsra quantity of heat that can be transferred. That is, le = Q QT,
wihere QL represents the quantity of heat not transferred, and QT represents
the maxinmui quantity of heat that can be transferred.

The quantity of heat not transferred, Qi,, results in a boil-off of
liquid nitrogen in the Regenerator Test Station. The boil-off rate is
12asure.d a,, used iI tbfe calculation- o- QL as follows:

QT (17) (71,) (7') (z30 - 139) iPhere:

Hv = llitro-e:i -'eat of Vaporization (TJ/!b)

T =Titro-en Density at Standard Conditions (Ib )

F = Conwersion Factor (ft3/Liter)

Bo = Operating Boil-Off Rate (Liters/min)

3L = Ion-Oerating Boil-Off Rate (Liters/ran)

The ria::inun quantity of heat, 2T that can be transferred is a
fu.nction of the gas flo ,r throug& the regenerators and is measured by a
manoar-ter, an orifice, and a pressure gage. It is calculated as fo~llm:

QT= (c) (6.4) (P ,/DJ' (D) (T, -19

D= Po 9 144 /

C = 60 (CD) (A) (Cp)

A = Orifice Area (fUt')

CD = Orif ice Constant

7,  = Gas Constant (:!eiCi.i:)

',T = Roow.. IT'nperature (O,)

.0 = Orifice Pressurc ('sia)

= :Lanor:etcr !Pressure (Psia)

1. .2¢ (Yt7 /!2- O:<)



,C1. elL ,

139 = loiling Point of Licraid Nitrogen (OR)

60 = -nin/hr

144 = in2/ft
2

A compruter progran, as shown in ATpendix I, was written to assist
in computing the Reg-enerator Inefficiency and Standard Flow Rate 'rom
the data obtained d.uring testing.

Tle re'-enerators were tested under the folloring conditions to
detertine that the 1egenerator Test Station was operating properly, and
producing consistent and accurate results:

1. The regenerators were operated ith end temperatures of 300*

Kelvin a.d Tr( Kelvin.

2. A constant reg;enerator size of three quarters of an inch diameter,
ana three inches long was used.

3. Thie regenerator matrix mate 'ial used ias 150, 200, and 325 mesh

os--. o-- broi'. screen; and .001" o .010 .nch -"  dic.:eter lead balls.

-: he hLi. _low rate .as varie. betWeen - .-o SCFM.

5. Regenerator cycle rate was varied from 20 to 120 cycles per minute.

6. The regenerator wull material was phenolic.

Lead ball regenerators were fabricated and tested but did not produce
consistent results. They were found to compact to a smaller volume, as
a result of the flow reversal of gas through than, and the resulting
compactedL slug cyclicly shifted to produce audible noise. This problm
colual .iot be readily corrcted, t.'refore, no fur-Uier tests were performed
on !cal '.all regenerators.

Scts of 152 c fc 00es', anA 325 mesl phos-nlor bronze screen
re nerator. vere tested. The tests conducted on these regenerators are
listed as follows:

:,et 1: Imniceter settinjs at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 inches lE2

Test 1. Constant valve speed of 20 FM1.

Test 2. Constant valve s-}ecd of 40 RFiM.

Test 3. Constant valve soeeJ of 60 RPM.



Test 4. Constant valve speed of 80 RPM.

Test 5. Constant valve speed of 100 RPM.

Test 6. Constant valve speed of 120 RPM.

Set 2: Valve speed settings of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 RPM.

Test 1. Constant manometer setting of 10" H2 0 - Two Runs.

Test 2. Constant manometer setting of 20" H20 - Two Runs.

Test 3. Constant manometer setting of 30" B20 - Two Runs.

Figures 12 through 17 show the inefficiencies of several test
regenerators plotted versus valve speed (RPM) and standard cubic feet
per minute (SCFM) flow rates of helium. Note that all the regenerator
inefficiencies are lover than %.

Regenerator Pressure Drops

The data taken during the regenerator testing included the measure-
ment of upstream and downstream pressures. The difference of these pres-
sures represents the pressure drop across that part of the system which
includes the regenerators, heat exchangers, flow reversing valve, and
associated tubulation. Duplicate test runs were made at room temperature
conditions, with the regenerators removed, so that the upstream and down-
stream pressures could again be measured. This difference in pressure
represents the pressure drop of the system containing everything mentioned
above except the heat exchangers. The pressure drop from the original
data, less the pressure drop of the duplicated runs containing no regenera-
tors, was considered a good approximation of the average operating pressure
drop _f the test regenerators. The upstream pressure ranged from 50 to 100
pounds per square inch gage (psig) during these tests. Table I is a
sumary of the operating pressure drops which were averaged from all the
data taken during testing.

9



TABLE I

PEGFWATOR PRESSURE DROPS

150 !IES PHOSP:IOR BROMZE SCEum - 0.0026" DIAIWR W=R

(490 CREMS PER EM1ERATOR)

3.5,5 0.80
4.70 1.03
5.3 1.13
6.30 1.10
7a65 1.33
2.33 1.37

200 I1SH PI!01SPEOR BRONZE SC=_4 - 0.0021" DIA'TM WMlE

(670 scR=,s Pm RER TOR)

3.21 2.00
4. 2 2.13
.* ~C2.63

2.70
7.7 2.80
2.42 3.17

325 .ESE PEOPFOR BRO-1 Sr d - 0.0014" DMETE W

(1010 scM:Z-s P RE=,EATOR)

4.70
4.91 7.13

. c0.00
7c 1. 0.13

10.67

c --resiute kylra- ar-c s]. n for t,.c canhintion or t 3/4" diameter
by 3" long regenerators. The presmare drop per regenerator ou-uld be
half of the values tabulated.



SECTION III

"IIALE TUBES

During this fiscal year a new pulse tube confiiQuration, designed in
Aujust oi' 19 2 (Refcrence 7), me fabricated an& tested. The new concentric
configu:ation has the advantages &l better interface characteristics and
the ease of changing regenerators. This latter characteristic allowed
tests to be run using different types and lengths of regenerators.

Three models of t:.e concentric pulse tube were cons ructed. A 1"
diam:eter by 3" long tube, a 1" dwaeter by 10" long tube, and a 1/2"

diameter by 10" long tube irere fabricated. The 1" di.ameter by 8" long
tube was :., £1rst model constructed. It was the only tube of the three
constructed that co:tained a sintered .etal flow straightener. Its
pcrfor-.a-.ice testb remtlted in consistent bottom tenperatures of 135*K.
Figure 18 shovrs a.n e:.-plode2. view of the ftrst 1" diameter by 8" long
concent,'ic pulse tube. Figure 19 so-,ws the assenbled 3" long pulse tube
attached to the rotary valve.

The 1" (liameter by 10" lon ?ulse tube was constructed sirilar to
the 8" long tube, ith some minor c7-nges. The inner tip was fabricated
of stair-less steel instead of cop ner, and t.e inner tub- asse nbl was
desigted to be renovable for tle -in-ose of testirg tie effect of the
voltzme betveen th e inner and outer tufes. 72y methodical testing, -,:ich
included canging t.e regenerator 7atr z material and lerth, anz. by
vmayirZ the valve s-eed and cperating pressures, the 10" pulse t-.bae was
able to ac-hieve a no !1w., terieratare of 160K. ,s.1s was done by cperat-
ing at 190 -sigh ", ressu-e, 33 rsi, low pressure, and 52 RPM vlve
s-med. 11e cool 'n was accanmliseI in arroxtrnte!y 3c m-,utes.

The 1/" dinmeter by 10" lo:>. t rc as const:cted sim lar to t:-e
1" 1-x'leter by 10" lo:ng tuhe. Difficilties fwt> frication of the
reenerator ren<,red tie fc resiltin: tests -xsati:f'actor%'.



SECTIE IV

CONMUSI(US

1. A Regenerator Test Station, capable of testing regenerators at l1quid
nitrogen and liquid helium temporatures, was copleted and made operational.
Limited testing of several regenerators at 770K, conducted to check the
accuracy of the test station, resulted in reener-tor inefficiencies of
less than 3%, which is in the expected range aw'd compared closely to
publi shed data.

2. The unba.-a . i.ov condition was minimized to a relatively mall error,
howver, it could not be 0p1tely eliminated without major changes in the
test station.

3. The Ptgenerator Test Station provides a men for testing regeneraitos
and for generating design data on regenerators of various lengths, dia-
meters, aDd rntrix materials, and at two temperature levels, nemely, 770 K
and 4.2&K. anis data will be generated and used in the future in the
design of regenerators for cryogenic refrigerators.

4. Several concentric pulse tubes were designed, fabricate4and tested.
A single stage 1" diameter by ION long tube achieved a no-lod temperature
of 1600K. The concentric pulse tube has two distinct advantages. First,
its simple cylindrical shape reduces interface problems with electronic
devices, such as inleared detectors. Second, the e tr section"
located in the center of the tube, can be m&ae romovable for ease of
maintenance, repair, or replacement.

5. Testing of the concentric pulse tube indicated that its operation was
not dependent upon a flow straightener. With or without the flow straight-
ener, the performance of the tube vas the same.

6. With the capability of easily charging regenerators in the concentric
pulse tube, it vwi found, as expected, that the refrigeration temperature

was drastically affected by the type and size of the regenerator. Tis
emphasizes the need and importance of regenerator testing.

7. The investigation of the plse tube will be continued since it has the
potential to be a very low cost and highly reliable cooler. The Far
Infrared Technical Area of the Night Vision Laboratory of UBAOOM has a
strong interest in the further development of the pulse tube for applications
such as cooling detector arrays in airborne far infrared imaging systems.
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Fig 5. Regenerator lest Station
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IIPPLID I

1MGLmNEATOR TE~ST COMPUT'ER PROGMAN

=EA/,TB,POPMpBL, BO

Po=po+-ik.7
W=PM*5.2

T='-O .0353
CD=-O.6-07264
A-O .0001199
R=3 36 .0

LD- *iJ4/(T*r.)

' T i~7*L25*(TRk 139)

Sc:=110§.5/(nF*55.1)-*T

Prrl-,T 2,4C DIlCTDN Q XF, SC- DI
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